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Skinner Auctioneers has named Phillip Thomas its first designer in residence. Image courtesy of Phillip 
Thomas Inc., and Skinner Auctioneers



MARLBOROUGH, Mass. — Skinner Auctioneers announces the 
appointment of interior designer Phillip Thomas as the auction house’s 
inaugural designer in residence, strengthening Skinner’s long-held 
relationship with Thomas. Having collaborated with him on a number of 
design events and sales since 2018, Thomas’ appointment demonstrates 
Skinner’s innovative approach to auctions as an avenue for interior design.

“It is an honor to work with the prestigious auction house, Skinner,” said 
Thomas. “The broad range and depth of style, era and periods of works 
along with their commitment to high quality in the offerings within their 
sales has long been admired by my team and clients alike. I am thrilled to 
be named the first designer in residence.”

To kick off his appointment, Thomas will lead Skinner’s Living Luxe – 
Creating Timeless Interiors Zoom seminar on April 7. Scheduled to 
coincide with Skinner’s spring Luxe Living: The Bostonians auction, the 
virtual event will feature Thomas’ signature “get the look” vision. Pulling 
from items featured in the auction, Thomas will offer elegant approaches to 
incorporating items at auction into your overall home aesthetic. The Luxe 
Living: The Bostonians sale will be hosted live, April 14 at 10 am Eastern 
time in Skinner’s Marlborough galleries.

In addition to bringing his signature design concept to buying at auction, 
Thomas’ approach positions antiques and vintage items as a sustainable 
way to outfit your home. Much like the idea that the greenest home is the 
one already standing, Thomas enlivens antiques, finding new, sustainable 
afterlives for storied, vintage items. With supply chain issues still pervasive 
and affecting the interior design and architecture sector, Thomas’ vision 
presents antiques as a creative, green workaround.

“Skinner is delighted to be expanding our collaborative work with Phillip 
Thomas. We look forward to witnessing the creative and innovative design 
perspective Phillip will no doubt offer as designer in residence,” said 
Skinner’s New York Regional Director Katie Banser-Whittle.
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